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ABSTRACT
Results of an analytical study to determine the role of the action of the
liquid in attitude stability equations of liquid propellant space vehicles are presented.
The planar perturbation equations of motion for a liquid propellant launch
vehicle have been formulated.
The vehicle motion was treated as a summation of perturbations from a
known reference motion and motion in which vehicle body axes remain coincident
with reference axes, The effects of the liquid in the perturbation equations were
-isolated and identified.
On replacing the liquid motion by a simple mechanical system, the planar
perturbation equations of motion for the vehicle wer 3 again derived.
The role of the liquid motions and mechanical motions were then compared;
it was shown that the mechanical system did exactly duplicate the action of the
liquid. The analysis was then extended to tanks of arbitrary shape having
rotational symmetry. Again, the mechanical system was shown to duplicate the
action of the liquid. However, the equation expressing the constancy of pressure
at the free surface was found to contain an additional term proportional to the
angular displacement of the body axes with respect to the reference axes, This
anomaly was ascribed to the fact that in many previous analyses, the equations
were not perturbed but arbitrarily linearized with respect to body rates.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent Saturn I and Atlas/Centaur flight data have disclosed certain liquid
propellant responses which seem to be at variance with predicted theoretical
analyses. Informal technical discussions with MSFC and G D/ C personnel indicate
that these anomalies do not result from non-linearities of the propellant motions
and/or the elasticity of the tank walls which are normally neglected in conventional
treatments.
The usual method of obtaining the forces exerted on a launch vehicle by its
oscillating propellants is to compute the liquid reaction forces under the assumptions
that the motion of the propellant tanks do not depend on the dynamic state of the
vehicle, and then to consider that these reaction forces may be treated as generalized
forces acting on the vehicle in an arbitrary state of motion. Such a procedure has been
questioned by various analysts.
Moreover, a perusal of past efforts discloses a lack of agreement as to the
exact analytic statement of the problem. In many instances, the analysis of the
liquid motion is rather confusing and assumptions used are difficult to justify, To
obtain resulting ordinary linear differential equations with constant coefficients,
products of vehicle body rates, bod) linear and angular, and liquid motion are
discarded. There are many other inconsistencies too lengthy to enumerate.
In this study we shall re-examine the manner in which the action of the liquid
is represented in the attitude stability equations of liquid propellant space vehicles,
the object being one of uncovering errors which might give rise to apparent
discrepancies between theory and flight data,
To this end, we choose to conduct L'he investigation in the following way.
(1) Review briefly, and mostly without proofs, certain fundamental
results from theoretical hydrodynamics necessary to describe
the motion of a heavy liquid enclosed in a rigid vessel which is
itself in motion,
It
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Attitude control studies of space vehicles necessitate the
use of reference systems whose origins remain in coincidence
with the origin of vehicle body axes or tank-fixed axes, and
are thus axes moving with respect to an inertial reference.
It it convenient to express all quantities, both absolute and
relative, in terms of the moving coordinates. Therefore, the
pertinent equations, boun& ry conditions, etc. , will be written
exclusively in terms of moving coordinates.
An energy formulation of the system (vessel plus liquid) will
be written i ,ir six degrees of freedom.
(2) These concepts will then be extended to the case of the planar
motion of a liquid propellant vehicle having a single tank and
engine, For simplicity the tank will be taken to be a prismatic
cylinder. The results will apply trivially to more than one tank
and engine.
(3) The planar equations of motion will be used to obtain the perturbation
equations of motion. To this end, we shall treat the vehicle motion
as a summation of perturbations from a known reference motion
and motion in which vehicle body axes remain coincident with
reference axes. The role of the liquid motions in the perturbation
equations will then be isolated and identified,
(4) The liquid in the propellant tank will be replaced by a simple
mechanical system (system of pendula plus discrete mass and
moment of inertia), and planar perturbation equations for the
entire vehicle will be derived. The effects of the mechanical
system motions in the perturbation equations will be isolated and
identified.
(5) The rc le of the liquid motions and mechanical system motions
will be compared to see if the mechanical system can duplicate
the action of the liquid.
(6) The analysis will be extended to tanks of arbitrary shape having
rotational symmetry, ►such as commonly occurs in must
vehicles. The role of the liquid motions and mechanical system
-notions will again be compared,
_^ 1
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2/ FUNDAMENTAL RESULTS FROM THEORETICAL HYDRODYNAMICS
2-1
rBASIC EQUATIONS FOR MOTION OF A HEAVY LIQUID ENCLOSED  IN
A PARTLY FILLED VESSEL WHICH IS ITSELF IN MOTION
Consider the motion of a frictionless liquid enclosed in a partly filled vessel
which is itself in motion, Fig. 1. To describe the motion of the system, take a
cartesian frame of reference fixed relatively to the container, say an origin o and
three axes ox, oy, oz. Reference oxyz is orientated in such a manner that oz is
measured positively along the outward directed normal to the undisturbed free
surface. Thus the free surface, denoted by S(t), coincides with plane xoy (the
plane z = o) when the container and liquid are at%rest.
Let
Z = C (x, y, t)	 (2.1)
be the equation of S(t) when it is displaced. Denote by E (t) the wetted surface of
the vessel, and by T (t) the variable volume enclosed by S(t) and E (t) . Let E, T,
and S represent the corresp.-inding values of F(t), T (t) and S(t) in the undisturbed
position. All surfaces are as.-umed to be piece wise smooth.
Suppose that at time t the vess6i is cviacident with inertial space and that
it is moving relatively to inertial space with motion described by an observer in
inertial space as a velocity u of o and an angular velocity W . Then the position
vector r of a particular liquid particle Pc T(t) at time t is the same for an
observer moving with the vessel as it is for an observer in inertial space.
The point P, if rigidly attached to the moving frame of reference oxyz, has
the velocity
V= u+ w x r.	 (2.2)
Thus, if P is fixed in inertial space instead of in oxyz, it will appear to an observer
in oxyz to move with velocity -V.
Denote by q(P, t), v(P, t) the velocities of the liquid particle at point
P(x, y, z) f T (t) at time t as estimated by observers in inertial space and
2-2
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Figure 1. Partially filled vessel in motion.
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T
oxyz respectively. Then
q=V+v,v=U	 (2.3)
in which the position vector r is referred to the moving reference; oxyz.
Assume the liquid to be homogeneous and incompressible throughout the
motion. Moreover, neglect interfacial tension forces and capillary contact effects
between liquid and boundary. Then, the motion of the liquid in T (t), when
referred to the moving frame of reference oxyz, is completely described by the
following formulae:
Equation of motion
d + W  q = dt +2W x v + w xr	 + w x (W x r) 	 + a= f - l op, PCT(t),P
d = a + ^q - V) o q, dv = a V + (v o) 	 du + w x u, PE T (t) (2.4)
dt	 t	 dt
Equation of continuity
V q= VV =  0 PET (t)	 (2.5)
Boundary conditions (kinematical)
qn - Vn = Vn = 0 , P E LL (t)	 (2.6)
qn - Vn = C t cos (n, z), PE S(t)
Boundary conditions (physical)
p _.L Z (t),
	 (2.7)
p(x, y, C, t) = const. , PE $(t)
Forces and moments
-Fi = p jjj a dT + p Jiff (CO x ^	 jffdT - pfdT + p jj q cos(n, z)ds (2.8)T(t)	 T (t)	 T (t)	 S(t)
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= p fff at dT+ 2 p fff(wxV	 Z) d T + P(wxr )dT + p jjJ [Wx('Zxt')IdT
T (t)	 T (t)	 T (t)	 T (t)
- p ffS  (f a)dT + p ff  v t cos(n, z)ds,
T (t)	 (t)
-L1 = p fff (r x q )dT +6 t p jjj [Cl)	 dT - p fff 	 x f) (IT
T (t) T (t) T (t)
p 11 (r x	 t cos(n, z)ds
S(t)
= p jff (r x V ) dT + 2 P Iff [ w (PO -V (w P) I dT + P III ( (Z r ) (r x (Z )dT
T (t)	 t	 T ( t )	 T (t)
+ p ffj 	 dT - pfff [P x (f - a)IdT
T (t)	 T (t)
+ p jj  (r x v) t cos(n, z)ds
S(t)
in which f is the vector of body forces (such as gravity) per unit mass; p is the
mass density; p is the pressure intensity at point P(x, y, z) (independent of
direction); a is the absolute acceleration of 0 as measured by an observer in
inertial space.
Formula (2.4) is the second law of motion applied to a liquid particle of
infinitesimal volume, and can also be obtained immediately from Euler Is
equation on application of the classical expression for rates of chance of a
vector viewed from inertial and moving space. 1 Note that the equation of motion
is expressed in either of two forms; one of which is in terms of the absolute
velocity q, and the other in terms of the relative velocity v.
Formula (2.5) states that the net flow rate of liquid into any small volume
must be zero. It likewise is expressed in either of two forms.
Formula (2.6) is the kinematic condition which --muot be satisfied at the
solid boundary E (t), namely, that the component of velocity normal to the
boundary must be equal to the velocity component of the boundary normal to itself.
Note that the component of relative velocity normal to E (t) is zero, vn = 0;
See notes.
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the component of the a:^soiute velocity normal to E (t) is equal to V, the velocity
of the boundary normal to itself. This follows from the relationship (2.3).
Formula ( 2.62) is the kinematic condition which must be satisfied 4t the free
surface, Lord Kelvin ' s condition, and is a corollary of (2.5). 2
 C t (	 0 t )
is the apparent velocity of movement of the free surface S ( t) in the direction oz;
i.e. , C t is the velocity of movement along the straight line x = const. , y = const.
of the point of intersection of the surface z = C with this straight line.
Formula (2.71) states that for a frictionless liquid in contact with a rigid
boundary, the liquid thrust shall be normal to the boundary.
Formula ( 2 .72) expresses the constancy of pressure at the free surface S(t).
Formula (2.81), E::1: essed in either of two forms, is the computation of the
force resulting from the action of the liquid motion on the vessel surface E (t) . It
is obtained from an integration of formula (2.4) throughout T (t) and application of
the divergence theorem and formulae (2. 5, 6, 7) .
Formula ( 2.82) is the computation for the moments about the origin of the
forces exerted by the liquid on the vessel surface E (t) .
There is an important corollary to formula (2.4) concerning the vorticity
of liquid elements. Let the extraneous body forces be conservative,
r= - VQ	 (2.9)
then, on introducing formula (2.9) into (2.4) and operating with V x on the resulting
equation of motion, we get
d (V x q) + CO x (V x q)= [ ( V . x q)V q	 (2.10)dt
d ( 7 xc a (Vxq) +C(q - v)V)(o xq),
dt	 t
and
	
	 (2.11)
dt (V x v) + CO x (V x V) +2w = 2V (CO v) - (Z (V x V ) + [ (Vx V) V] V
2See notes.
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a(VxV)=at(vxrv)+(VV)(vxV)
in which (v x q) is the absolute vorticity of liquid elements and (V x v) the relative
vorticity of liquid elements, that is, the vorticity as measured by an observer in
inertial and moving space respectively. (vx q) and (V x V) are not independent.
Indeed, operating on (2.3) with v x we see
(v x q) = 2 w+ (v x V)
	 (2.12)
Consider a liquid particle which has no vorticity (v x q) = 0; from (2.10),
it follows that
d(VXa)= 0dt
and therefore the particle never acquires vorticity. This implies that if
(Vxq)=0	 (2.13)
At some time t = to, then it is zero for all time, and
(V x V) = -2'GW ,	 (2.14)
using (2.12) .
There is a significant corollary to formula (2.5) concerning the flux of the
liquid. From the divergence theorem
is vn ds = JIT v V dT
F (t) + S(t)	 T (t)
which, in light of formulae (2.5 9 6) , gives
	
ff C t cos(n, z) ds = 0.	 (2.15)
S(t)
It is known that the most general solution of formula (2.5) can be expressed
in either of the two forms [ 11
	
q=qo+k '
 qo = V O, Vqi =0,	 (2.16)
v= VO +vi , VO =v0, VVi=0.
Vectors qD and vo are the irrotational components of the absolute and relative
velocity vectors respectively. q4 , vi are the corresponding vortical components.
Substituting (2.16) into formula ( 2. 5), we obtain
©O=VO= 0,	 (2.1?)
which states that the irrotational components of the absolute and relative velocity
vectors must satisfy Laplace ' s equation.
When there is no vorticity
94 = 0 ,	 (2.18)
(0 x vl ) = -2 CO ,
formulae (2, 10, 11) are satisfied identically and the absolute velocity is completely
determined to within an arbitrary additive function of time by the velocity
potential 0.
Formula (2.18a) is satisfied identically if we take
V1 = -wx r	 (2.19)
Thus the relative velocity becomes
v =VO.- CO xr	 (2.20)
Introducing formulae (2.161) with 41 = 0 and (2.20) into (2.4) and integrating
the resulting equation of motion, we get
P + a0+ 91 + 2 v a - 2 Va = D(t)P (2.21)
L + 60 + 0 + if + 1 v2 - 1 (CO x r ^ = C (t)P
	 6 t 	 2	 2
where
V2 = v 0- 1wx r1 a = Io0-V1 a ,V2 =JVJ a , i = -7n ,
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and D (t), C(t) are instantaneous constants, that is, functions of t only .
Therefore at a given instant the constants have the same value throughout the liquid.
Expression (2.21) is the unsteady pressure equation expressed in either of two forms.
Substituting formulae ( 2.161 ) with c11 = 0 and (2.20) into the boundary conditions
(2.6), we obtain
an = un + wX [y cos (n, z) - z cos (n, y)] + w^, [y cos (n, x) - x cos (n, z)]
+ wZ [ x cos (n, y) - y cos (n, x)] , PE E (t) ,	 (2.22)
a 0 
= un + wX [y cos (n, z) - z cos (n, y) ] + w,, [z cos ( n, x) - x cos ( n, z)]
an
+ wZ [ x cos (n, y) - y cos (n, x)] + Ct cos (n, z) , P E S(t) ,
a= wX [y cos ( n, z) - z cos (n, y)] + w,, [z cos (n, x) - x cos (n, z) ]
+ wz [x cos (n, y) - y cos (n, x)] , PE E (t) ,
an 
= W. [y cos (n, z) - z cos (n, y)] + w,, [z cos (n, x) - x cos (n, z) ]
+ wZ [ x cos (n, y) - y cos ( n, x)] ^ Ct cos (n, z) , PE S(t) ,
where cos (n, x), ... denote the cosines of the angles formed by the outward
directed normal to the surface of contact at the point P.
Introduce a new potential 0 such that
0 = ur - wX yz - wZ xy - wy xz + JO'  2 u' dt + 0
0=-wX yz- wyxz- wZxy +(P,
_ + Ur + so
t
 2 u2 dt .
then it follows from (2.17, 21, 22) that
ASP= 0, PE T(t),
(2.23)
(2.24)
P- + 6 0 
-wX yz - CoyXZ - wZ xy + ar+ 0 + v2 -2(wxr)=C(t), PET(t),P	 t (2.25)
2-9
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a = 2 [Wx y cos (n, z) + Wy z cos ( n, x) + Wz x cos (n, y)l , [ ll E E ( t)	 (2.26)
an
2 [ewx y cos ( n, z) + Wy z cos ( n, x) + Wz x cos (n, y)] + C, cos (n, z)
PE S(t) .
Since the pressure must be independent of position at the free surface we require
Wx yz - Wy xZ - cwz xy + a'r + Q+ V2 - (w x r) = 0, PE S(t), ( z
a t	 (2.2?)
which is the condition (2.7a ). The forces and moments (2.8) become
-F
	 P f ff a ( ^ ) dT + p fff  a va dT - p fff f x dT + p a,, fff dT	 (2.28)T(t) a x at	 T(t) ax	 T(t)	 T(t)
-p ( Wy + Wi) jjjx dT + p ( Wx Wy - (bz) III ydT + p ( Wz Wx - Wy ) jjj z dT
T (t)
	
TM	 T (t)
-Fi y =p I a (a )dT+ p ff aV2 dT - p fff fy dT +pay .FjfdTT(t) Y t T(t)	 Y T(t) T (t)
+ p (Wx Wy - Wz) f ff x .dT - p (WX + Wi) f ff Y dT + p (W Z Wy - Lux) jjj z dT
T (t)
	
T (t)
	
T (t)
- F i z = p fff	 (LO )  dT + " p J ,W aY2 dT- p jjj f, dT + P az JjjdT
T(t)	 Z	 t	 TM	 a Z	 T (t)	 T (t)
+ ,0 (Wx Wz - Gwy ) YYY x dT + p ( Wy Wz - (b) Z Y dT - p (Wx + Wy) YYY z dT
T (t)
	 T (t)
	
T (t)
--Li x =p fff Cy a (^)- z a (^iJaT + p fff (Y a	 ) dT-%Z aT(t)	 Z at	 by at	 T(t)	 Z	 0y
- p ff j' ( y f z - z fy) dT + p az Z y dT - p ay jjjz dTT (t)	 T (t)
	
T (t)
+ p (cax Wz - Wz } Yff  x y dT - p ( W., Wy - wz) ffS x z dT
T (t)
	 T (t)
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+p( wy wz - wX )'rL y'&+ p(wi -wy) JJ-'y zdT
T (t)
	 T (t)
-p(w,, wZ (z X ) ffj Z` dT
T(t)
-L lr- p fff CZ a (^) - x 	a (a^)JaT+ ',p z ( z ava dV^,X	 dT
T(t) ax a t aZ a t T(t) ax	 rjz
- P ,IJ f (z f" - x f ' ) dT - Pa, - x dT + pax ryj'
 
z dT  p ( wX c z - car )	 ^I ,J ,j ^ x` ' dT
T (t) T (t) T (t) T (t)
-p(WY W z
 - wX ) fff xydT +p 	 ffxzdT+p(L;,WY-wZ)JSJyZdT
T (t)
	 T (t)
	
T (t)
+ p (w. G.; z - c^,,) fff Z2 dT
T (t)
- L l Z =p fff [xa y a	 (^)JdT+pfff(xavz_ya`'2)dTT (t) a Y 6t ax	 a t T ( t) ay Tx
-p fff (xfy -yfX )dT+pa,, fff xdT - p axZ ydT+ p (wX w„ -ca.) Lx2dT
T (t) T (t) T (t) T (t)
+ p (wy - U4 fff  x y dT + p ( w,, wZ - C; ,e) fff x z dT - p ( wX wY - L^ Z ) ,ffj y2 dT
T (t)
	 T(t)	 T (t)
- p (wX wZ- Wr ) fff yzdT
T(t)
Given u, W, certain initial conditions and the geometry of the vessel, we
can in principle find cp . With (p known, the motion of the liquid and its important
consequences are completely determined. It should be pointed out that without
further knowledge of w and u, except insofar as they are given functions of time,
we cannot logically discard nonlinearities involving them.
The problem as stated is somewhat academic because in dynamic studies
of aerospace vehicles u and CO are not given functions of time which are
2-11
independent of vehicle motion and orientation with respect to inertial space.
In reality they depend on the body rates of the vehicle and consequently are not
known until the total motion of the system is known.
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SUMMARY OF FUNDAMENTAL RESULTS
The basic equations describing the motion of a liquid enclosed in a partly
filled vessel which is itself in motion have been derived. Principal assumptions
employed in the derivation were:
(1) frictionless liquid;
(2) homogeneous liquid;
(3) liquid incompressible throughout motion;
(4) interfacial tension forces and capillary contact effects
between liquid and boundaries neglected;
(5) liquid motion irrotational as viewed by an observer
in inertial space.
The pertinent formulae derived are:
(1) Velocities
4= 5- W. V yz-WyVxz-W Z Vxy+Vcp	 (2.29)
V= 
—Wx Vyz- wy Vxz — WZ Vxy + Vcp
(2) Equation of motion
P- +	 -crux yz - wy xz — wz xy +ar+Q+I v2
- 
(cu X  =C(t) (2.30)
P at
(3) Equation of continuity
A cp = 0
(4) Boundary conditions (kinematical)
= 2 [ wx y cos (n, z) + Wy z cos (n, x) + w,,x cos (n, y)] , pE r (t) 9 (2.31)
2 [ wx y cos ( n, z) + Wy z cos (n, x) + Wz x cos (n, y)] + Ct cos (n, z), PE S(t),
ZCt cos ( n, z) ds = 0
S(t)
2-13
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(b) Constancy of pressure at free surface
	
at -w.yz - (^,xz-4).xy + ar+n+Jva -} ( wxr. ) s =0, z=C	 (2.32)
(6) Forces and moments
-Fis• Pfff a (lE )dT+!gy p jj' aV' dT - p fff f.dT+pa. jjj dT 	 (2.33)T(t) a x at	 T(t) ax	 T(t)	 T(t)
-p	 + W=) fffx dT + p (W. Wr - Wz) jlf
 
YdT + p (W= Wx - t. y) fff  z dT
T (t)
	
T(t)	 T (t)
-F Ia p f ^' 13 V) a r + p ,U Ya dT	 Z- pff,dT + p a,, fjj dTr
TM by at TM Y TM T (t)
+ p (W. W,, - ws) fffx dT - p (4 + w;) jff  y dT + p (Ws WY - wx) fff  z dT
T (t)
	 T (t)	 T (t)
p fff a (^V) dT+ * p jff ava dT- p fff fZ dT + pas fff dTT (t) a z O t T(t) a z T (t) T, (t)
+ p (Wx W. - Goy ) fff  x dT + p ( W.,. WS - (b) fff  y dT - p (Wx + UP,) fff z dT
T (t)
	 T (t)
	
T (t)
P Z Cy a (-69)-za (^l ;]dT+ j p Z(y aV2 -z al dTT(t)	 az . at	 ay at	 T(t) 6 	 a 
-pff f (yfs- zfy)dT+ pas fff ydr - p a,, fff zdT
T (t)	 T (t)	 T (t) .
+ p (lax Wz.- Ws) f f f x y dT - p ( W. Wr - (;jz) gS x z dT
T (t)
	
T (t)
+ P( WY W: - w:) jff Yo dT + p(wi - c+v;) Z y z dTT ( t)	 T (t)
fff  e dT
TM
b
• 9
p (Wy das - 4vx)
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-L, r ^P Z C  a (ASP) - x a	 (0)]d r + jp ffj (z av' - x avf ) d 
T(t) ax a t: az	 a t T(t) a x az
-p,jff (z	 xfs )dT -pasZx:dT +Pa. fff zdT - p( wx w. - (br ) fff x2dr
T (t)
	
T (t)
	
T (t)
	
T (t)
.	 - P ( Wr Ws - COX ) fff
 
x y dT +P((4 -	 ) ,elf x z dT + p (w, w , - LbO f If Y z dT
T (t)
	 T (t)
	
T (t)
+ p (W. Ws - GiWr) fff z2 dT
T (t)
-L,^	 Pfff [x: Lby ()-yat a	 ()]dTax	 at +p fff Y(xays_ ya`2)dTxT(t) . T (t)
- p f f f (x fr - y fx) dT + p ar f f f x dT - p an zy dT + n (wx wr	 jrj' xa dT
	
T (t)
	 T (t)
	
T (t)
	
T (t)
+ wa - W.)^ff x dT +	 ' W - W	 x z dT - p ( wx w Gc.	 •TI
	
p ( r 	 Y	 P( Wr s ^x)fff	 y	 )—^=,1^^Y°-
T (t)
	 T(t)	 T (t)
-P (ws wz - wr)fff YzdT
T(t)
Thus, with u, w , certain initial conditions and the geometry of the vessel
given, cp can presumably be determined. Consequently the motion of the liquid
in T (t) is known. It should be pointed out that the determination of P involves
difficulties of a fundamental nature. A number of algorittur, pertaining to the
non-linear oscillations of a liquid enclosed in partly filled prismatic cylinders
have been published but all of them are still very clumsy and, most important,
no one has thus far succeeded in proving their convergence. Moreover, the
very question of the existence of periodic solutions of non-linear system  still
remains open.
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STOKES' PROBLEM
Consider the classical problem of the motion of a heavy liquid enclosed in a
completely filled vessel which is itself in motion.
Denote by T the volume of the liquid cavity ( the plane S is no longer a free
surface). Let the volume T be set in motion in any manner. Moreover, assume
that this motion is known to us, i . e., the instantaneous translational and angular
velocities of the vessel are known. The velocity potential of the absolute motion
of the liquid must satisfy
A. 0 = 0
The bowldary condition is
a0 = u n + W. [y cos ( n, z) - z cos (n, y)] +cry [ z cos ( n, x) - x cos (n, z) ]
an
+ WZ [ x cos ( n, y) - y cos ( n, x)], PE E + S .	 (2.34)
This condition may be satisfied by writing
0 = ux Ox + u,, 0Y + u Z 0# + wx (P.*+ Wy 4 + w Z ^PZ
where 0xI , ... are harmonic and satisfy the boundary conditions
a0*
x) a *	 a*
an
x  = cos (n,	 , any = cos (n, y) , anZ = cos (n, z) , PEE +S
^xE = y cos (n, z) - z cos ( n, y) , PE E + S ,	 (2.35)
an
L4a n = z cos (n, x) - x cos (n, z) , PE E + S
L^Pz = x cos (n, y) - y cos ( n, x) , PE E + S
an
so that 0, , ... depend solely on the geometry of T and not on its motion. Such is
I
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the classical problem of Stokes. 0XE , ... are sometimes called Stokes
potentials.
If for 0 ^ Y^ ,	 z, `F'zE	 tP	 cp^E we substitute	 x	 iEy^	 z	 ,	 y,	 z,	 -zy +^P:.
-xz +4 9 -xy +9, weget
	
cp=ur- WX (yz - tpxE ) - cry (xz -cP - Wz(xy-Pz`),	 (2.36)
where o: , ... are har monic and satisfy conditions
a cPXE
an = 2 y cos (n, z) , PEE + S ,
	 (2.37)
6 = 2 z cos (n, x) , PEE + S
an
E
an
= 2 x cos (n, y) , PEE +S .
Note that the differenti^.1 system
04 =0, PET,
IS" =2ycos(n, z), PEE+S
an
is equivalent to the variational problem for the functional
GX = 2 jjj " (ocpxE dT - 2  ps y cos (n, z) ds .
T	 S+ E
Similarly,
Gv = 2 jjj  ( o spy	 dT - 2 cp;^ z cos (n, x) ds
T	 S+ E
G* = 2 JIJ (v pIzI ? dT - 2	 x cos (n, y) ds .
T	 S+ E
These expressions may be combined into a single formula
G f ( P* = 2 J ff (o ^q*) 2 dT - 2 11 cP* 714 ds	 (2.38)
T	 S +E
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where
Y cos (n, z) for i = 1
^i	 =	 z cos (n, x) for i = 2
x cos (n, y) for i = 3 .
Thus the problem of determining Stokes' potentials is equivalent to fLndino
the extremum of functional (2,18). The method of Ritz may bu used to solve this
variational problem.
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ENERGY FORMULATION
Consider the motion of the entire system (liquid plus solid) . Denote by T
the total kinetic energy of the system.. Thus
T =T 1
 +Te ,
T1 2Jj f pjqI'dT	 A IV + v1 2 dT , Tj = 2 JJJ p I V 12 d74T (t)	 T (t)	 T*
where T 1 is the kinetic energy of the liquid in T (t) and T. is the kinetic energy of
the solid, i.e. , vessel proper. T." P" represent the volume and mass density of
the vessel proper, respectively. Let II, be the potential energy of the liquid in T (t),
n 1= III p dT
T (t)
f = - o SZ
then, the equations of motion for the complete system may be written as
d ( a T ) + w x	 = Fe Xt +111  p;^f dT3c + 1] p f dT	 (2.39)dt	 u	 z Ti	 T	 T (t)
d ( aT ) +w x 6  +ux aI = feat +f^,^p"(rxf)dT"+ III p(rxf) dT,dt a GZ	 TW
	
6 u	 T"	 T (t)
-i 1
in which ol 	 p f dT, JJ p ig f dT* are the resultant of body forces per unit massT (t)	 T *
acting on the liquid in T (t) and on the solid respectively, and I5 ext , Le xt are
externally applied forces and moments.
Formulae (2.39 1) and (2.392) are Kirchhoff's equations in vector form
(Lagrange I s equations referred to moving coordinates).
Formula (2.393 ) states that the rate of change of total energy of any portion
of the liquid (assumed incompressible) as it moves about is equal to the rate of
working of the pressures on the boundary. In deriving this expression it was
assumed that a 0 = 0 , The unsteady pressure equation may be derived from
at
the formula. Moreover, condition (2.394) is a corollary of (2.39 3) for the
irrotati.onal motion of a liquid enclosed in a fixed vessel.
Formulae (2.391) and (2.392) can be written as
a	 ( aT e) + aT s = Text + III P* 	 dT*+ III P f dT - d x(a T 1 ) - C x a u 1dt	 ii u T 
	
T (t)	 dt u	 o
d ( a W^) + w x aTe +uxa -Lext+ III p"(i`xf )dT* +,^J,^P(rxf)dTt a w u	 T * T (t)
"d( a w	
CO1
xw	
al - u x u ldt	 a
Now, if the liquid had been absent (T 1 = 0), the right side of these L.quations would
have cotitained only Ftl xt + f f f f dT 11 and L.. t + JL-Pll ( r x f) dT	 The action of the
	
T *	 TAE
liquid pressures must therefore be represented by the remaining terms on the right.
Thus the action of the liquid is represented by the force and moment
-F1-d ( a T i) +C x 6 T1 - flJpfdT,
dt au	 au	 T(t)
fflp(Tr x f) dT,
T (t)
-L 1 = d ( a—T O + w x aT1 + u x aT1 -
dt aw	 6 	 au
which can be verified from formulae (2.8) . To be sure
aT 1=JfJ ( u +cw xr+v)pdT,au T (t)
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, '=jjj (rx(i+rx(0 xr) +rxv)pdT,
T (t)
w x -T1 = rj^' (wxu+ w x ( w xr)+u: xv)pdT,
au T (t)
w
_,	 rx 
arrI=
L"[ w 	 W	 (^	 wx( r x a)- (r) ( xr) +	 x ( r xv)^ p (IT,
T (t)
dt (au') = f^rf [ u +w xr +w xv +at +(v v)v]dT, [^+ t (PdT) 01T(t)
= fff (u+w xr+w xv) p dT+ fff a v ) dT+ jj"pv,; t
 cos (n, z) ds
T (t)	 T(t)	 d t	 S(t)
t	 at
Le + v ( p v) 0
rI f v (pv : V) dT = FS p  v,,ds f f p v C t cos (n, z) ds
T (t)
	 S(t)+ E(t)
	 5(t)
at (awl)=fff [vxu +rxu+vx(W-xr)+rx(w xr) +rx 	 x V- >]p dTT (t)
+ III [ f x o (	 ] dT + ff
T (t)
	 t	 S(t)
p (r x v) Ct cos (n, z) ds ,
and therefore
d ( LT 1) + w x IT 1 -jjj'-dT + 2 ^JJ p (W x v) dT + fJJ f^ ( x r) dTTT a u	 a u T (t) a t	 T (t)	 T (t)
+ f f f p [(.W X ((,J x P)] dT + f f f p a dT + f f pv t cos fi n, z) ds
T (t)
	
T (t)
	
S(t)
+ jjJp f dT,
T (t)
d (aTl)+ w
 x aT1 +uxaT1 = JZpCrx a---(PL) ]dT+ 2 JJJP	 d Tdt	 a Z	 a(W	 a u	 T (t)	 a t	 T (t)
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nn
+f ^^f p (w r) (r x CO) dT + JS P [w (r r) - r (car) I dT
T (t)
	
T (t)
+ jj'f p(rxa)dT+Jf p(rxv)C t COS (n, z)ds
T (t)
	 S(t)
- L 1 + jjy p (r x D dT
T (t)
as adduced.
:f the motion of the liquid is irrotational when measured in inertial space,
then
v=vo -CD xr,
= 0(P- CO x r- Wx o y z- Wy v x z- WZ Q x Y
using (2.23) and formulae (2.39) become
ax [p Jjj dT + III pI'dT*j - (Wy + WZ) {p JIS x dT+ III P* X dT	 (2.40)
T (t)
	
TAE	 T (t)
	
T*
+ (Wy Wx - WZ) {p TIS Y dT + J'ij p" Y dT*j + (W, W Z + Wy) { PJIS z dT + JJJ P* z dT*)
T(t)	 T*	 T (t)	 T *
- 2	 y p j f r z dT - P rr f X dT - j f f P* f x dT *+ p jj' ^X (a ) dT
T (t) T (t) T T(t)
+ ^ P IJI LY' dT = F XtxT(t) x
ay {p III  dT + JIS p" dT + (WX Wy + GuZ) { P gj x dT + f ^r p*x dT
T (t)
	
Tip'	 T(t)	 Ti`
- (Cex + Wi) { p III Y dT + JIS p#Y dr*) + (Wy WZ - wX ) {p III z dT + III p" z dT
T(t)	 Or*	 T (t)
	
r*
-2 WZP III x dT - p III fydT- III p*fydr* +pfff a (a ) dT7'(t) T (t) r* T(t) y t
+ 2 P jjj'  a Y' dv = F axty
T (t)'y
-^ I
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a z (p ,^^J dT + j	 pl= dT^c ) + (Lt; , 	 W z - tidy) ( P )I' X (IT # ^1J p^^ X dT
T(t) Tip T(t) T*
+(Wy WZ + t^: x ) { p JJ J Y dT + J,^ J p in y dT 	 - (CtJ`x^ + W"y) { p
	
% dT ►JJJ ^; 
	
P" Z (IT i ' J'
T (t) T* T (t) ,,T 4r
- 2 6'x Pjj 'j, Y dT - p Tj 	 f z dT - f ff P* f Z dT* + p _1Jf a (`^) dTT (t) T (t) T* T(t) z at
+2 p 'T rb	 dT =r' e xtZ6 T (t)
az (p L Y dT + III P;ly dT*l - ay { P J^j z dT + jy p* Z dT*)
T (t) T* T(t) T*
+ (w,, W Z
 - CR;y ) { P FYY x Y dT + ,fy P* x y dT") - (w,,Wy + (;)Z) {pJJ^ X 'Z (IT + JJJ pig X Z d f M
T (t) Tat• T ( t) Tic
+ (Wy wz + Wx) (p f "j y^ dT + jj^  P*y2 dT*j + (wi - Wy) {p ff Y z dT JJJ pj` y z dT"')
T(t) T* T (t) T 3c
- (Wy wZ - Wx) (p III z2 dT + III P i, Z2 dT*) + 2 Wx P III X Z dT - 2 Wx r)'J"J' YL dT
T(t) T* T (t) T (t)
- p JJlr (Y fz - z fy) dT - III P" (y f  - z fy) dT*+ p III CY a ( Y ) - z a (°—^ P ) I dT
T(t)	 T*	 T(t) az at	 ay d:
+ 2 p fJ J (Y aZ 2 - z a ) dT = L extxT (t)	 Y
- az I P III x dT + Z pit- x dT* I + ax {p III z dT + jjj'p* z d"
T (t)
	
T *	 T (t)
	
T *
r.- (Wx WZ - G)y) {p Z x2 dT + L ' p" x2 dT") - (Wy WZ + Ci ,) [ f) zxydT+  ljj, p*x Y dT )T (t)	 Tit•	 T (t)	 Tic
+ (Ci.7X - Wi) { P Z x z dT + YyyP it•
 x z dT i` } + (Wx Wy - Wz) { I:) yyy y  dT + Y)' p i` y z dT*1
T(t)	 T3t	 T(t)	 T,c
+ (w,, WZ + Cby ) { p ZI  z2 dT + ^f J p Z2 dT*J + 2 Wx p Z x y dT - 2 Wy p jj j z- dT
T(t)	 T*	 T(t)	 T(t)
  rr r	 r
	
-
pill
 
(zfx - xfZ)dT - JJJ p (z f.-xf,)dT*+pJff Ez	 ate)-xT ( i dT3t
	
ax at
	
az atT (t)
	 T ;^	 T (t)
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-^I
+	 P ,J ( z --- - x
T (t)	 x
d V2 ) dT	 Lezt,
az
ay (P	 x dT + jJ,J p11 x dT*) - ax (P L	 dT + J Pi}y dT*)
T(t)	 T*	 T (t)	 T *
+ (Wx Wy + (-^z) (P ,1 J^ x2 dT + r ^ p* a dT*) ; (Wy - UPA ) {p Z X y (IT 4- r^ ^ P* x y dT*)T (t)	 T	 T (t)
	
T
+ (Wy Wz - Wx) (PI X z dT a JLP*x z dT") - (Wx Wy - CL.) (P	 y2 dT +  p* y2 dT*)T (t) T * T (t) T*
- (Wx Wz -^- (i.wy ) (P r^ y z dT + Iff p" y z d7"') - 2 Wz P jjj' x2 dT + 2 u%y p J^j Y z dT
'r(t) T if T (t) T(t)
-P ,JJf(xfy-yfx)dT- rrrP*(xfy.- yfx) dT* +PJfJ [x a 0Y )-yax (,a )IdT
T (tl	 T i^
	
T (t)	 y	 t
^ Pfff(xa--y aX2 )dT = Lextz
T (t)	 Y
'	 wx yz- c^yxz-^Lzxy +ar+0+jv2 - (Wx	 C(t), PCT(t),
1
a
(P-cox yz - Wy xz - Wz xy+ar +Q +1 v2 - (W xr 2^ = 0, pES(t), z - r,
t
A P = 0 PE T(t)
2 [Wx y cos (n, z) + Wy z cos (n, x) + Wz x cos (n, y)J , PE F(t) ,
=	 2 [wx y cos (n., Z) +- Wy z cos (n, x) + Wz x cos (n, y)] + Ct coG (n, z)
an
PE S(t) .
Thus, with the external forces and moments, certain initial conditions and
the geometry of the vessel given, the motion of the system can, in principle,
he determined from (2.40) .
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3/ PLANAR EQUATIONS FOR THE MOTION OF A LIQUID PROPELLANT
LAUNCH VEHICLE
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PLANAR EQUATIONS FOR THE MOTION OF
A ,AQUID PROPELLANT LAUNCH VEHICLE
Consider the planar motion of the launch vehicle illustrated in Figure 2. The
vehicle consists of an engine, a main body which is assumed to be rigid and a rigid
tank partly filled with a frictionless liquid. For simplicity, the tank is assumed to
be a prismatic cylinder, Figure 3.
To de. cribe the motion of the system take three cartesian frames of reference
o / x / y / z I fixed relatively to the vehicle at a distance 1 below the "capped" free
surface, o x y z fixed relatively to the container and oe xe ye ze fixed relatively to
the swivelling engine. Reference o x y z is oriented i-. ►n such a manner that o z is
measured positively along the outward directed normal to the undisturbed free
surface. Thus the free surface, denated by S(t), coincides with plane x o y (the
plane z = 0) when the vehicle and liquid are at rest.
Let
z(x,y,t)
be the equation of S(t) when it is displaced. Denote by E (t) = E l (t) + E2 (t)
wetted surface of the vessel, and by T (t) the variable volume enclosed by S(t) and
E (t) . Let E , T and S represent the values of E (t), T (t) and S(t) in the undisturbed
position. In addition let C be the boundary curve of E1 (t) . All surfaces are
presumed to be piecewise smooth.
Coordinate systems o x y z and o, xe y e z e are related to o / x ' y ' z ' as follows
Z I =Z +1 ,	 z / = - 11 - ( ze COs A + y e sin 9 ), ,
y =y	 y = y e cos	 za sin
X =X	 ,	 X =Xe
Sl , npose that at time t the vehicle is coincident with inertial space and that it
is moving relatively to inertial space with motion described by an observer in
inertial space as a velocity u of 0' and an angular velocity w . Then the position
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Figure 3. Prismatic cylindrical propellant tank.
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vector r' of a particular point P on the vehicle at time t is the same for an observer
moving with the vehicle as it is for an observer in inertial space.
The point P, if rigidly attached to the vehicle, has the vc: iocity
V = {0,(uy'- Z'0), (u"+y,0)}
Denote by q (P, t), v (P, t) the velocities of the liquid particle PE T (t) at time t
as estimated by observers in inertial space and o x y z respectively. Then
q = 10, NY / - (z+ 1)A, (u, +ye)}4-V,
in which q, y are referred to moving reference o x y Z.
The velocity of a generi„ .nass point on the engine is, referring to figure 2,
V = (0, [ uy' +	 ze cos A + ye sin 9) + 1 1 , 61 ; [uZ	 Ze sin /3- ye cos )]} .
The total kinetic energy of the vehicle is therefore
T = Tmain body + Tengine + T liquid ,
where
T main body - (uY' + ui') ,rj dm + j 62 11 f (y' 2 + z'2) dm + 6 {u Z ' Iff y' dm
T 	 T*	 T*
-uy 'II z,Cim.}
T*
T engine	 =	 (uy' + ui ') J J J dm + 82 f f ,^' [ ye + l 11 -I- Ze] dm	 (3.1)
Te	 Te
+0 (uz' J J ye dm + Uy ' J JJ (11 + z,,) dm } ^'	 2JJJ (Ye + Ze) dm
Te	 Te	 Te
- 
0 JJJ lye + Ze) dm - ^L ( uy' + 1 1 0) cos - u,' sin 01 Jjj  Ze dm
T e	 Te
+ [(uy' -+- 1 1 8) sin g + uZ ' cos 9 1 Z y.  dm ) + 6 {[ (uy' + 1 1 6) (Cos 0- 1)
Te
- u,/ sin ] Z z, dm,+ F. (uy '+ 11 6) sin A u Z ' ( cos 9- 1) 1 f f f y e dm } ,
Te	 Te
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Tliquid j ( uy + u i') f f,^ p dT + j 92 f f	 [y2 + (z + 1	 ] p dT 4- Z v2 P dT
T (t) T (t) T (t)
+ 9 (u, I f f f y P dT — uy f f f 0+ z) P dT + Uy' ,^f f vy p dT
T (t)	 T (t)	 T (t)
+uzI M vZ PdT+e,fff [yv z - (z +1)vy]pdT
	
T (t)
	
T (t)
Assume the liquid to be homogeneous and incompressible throughout the
motion. Neglect interfacial tension forces and capillary contact effects between
liquid and tank walls. Moreover, assume that the liquid is not draining from the
tank. Then, with the absolute velocity of liquid particles irrotational, we have
dt ( jT ^) - 8 a? = Fe xty ' + P Z gy' dT + ^^ gY dm + fff gy' dmtly	 uz	 T (t)	
T	 TO
d ( a T ^) + 6 a u = F ext Z ' P fff gz' dT + fff gz' dm + r '	 3.2dt	 uz	 3^	 L gz dm ,	 (	 )y	 T (t)	 T	 Te
d ( 6 T ) + Uy' 
aT - Uz ' a U I = Lextx + p sly [ y gz' - (1 + z) gy ' ] dTdt
	 Uz	 y	 T (t)
+ III (y' gz' - z ' gy + jjj [ ye cos A- ze sin 9) gz
	
T *
	 Te
+(11 +z e cos A +y e sin 0)gy']dm. ,
d ( 
a 
T ) - 
a 
T = f f f (g., ' sin A- g./ cos 0) z e dm - 111(gz i cos  A + gy / sin 0) ye dm
dt	 9
	
Te	 Te
+ QA ,
L+ a
P	
- 6y( l+z)+ayy+az(z+1) +SZ +v2- 8a[y2+(z+1)=C(t), FET(t),
atp-6 y( 1 +z)+ay y+a z (z+l) +SZ +2v2 - ' 62[y2+(z+1)2]=0, PCS(t), z
v= V (D +(0, 0, -2y o), PCT(t),
-i 1
A P = 0 , -PLE T (t)
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2 6 y cos (n, z) , PE El
 (t), E2 (t)
-
a n -	 2 6 y cos ( n, z) + C c ccs (n, z) , PE S(t)
in which
9 = ( 0 ,
 gy ' , gz' )
is the vector of body forces per unit mass, and
R = - °tj
Qg is the generalized force which, in general, is associated with the siring
moment per unit angle of the hinge when locked, with the damping moment of the
hinge, with the engine actuator moment, and with the engine actuator position
required by the autopilot.
Formulae (3.2 1 , 2 , 3 ) express the dynamic equilibrium of the complete system.
Formula (3.24 ) is the Euler-Lagrange equation which describes the motion of the
engine. Formula (3.25) is the unsteady pressure equation which is obtained
from a quadrature of the Euler-Lagrange equation for motion of the liquid subject
to the above assumptions. Formula 0.2 6) expresses the constancy of pressure
at the free surface of the liquid. Formula (3.2 7) is a corollary of the assumption
of absolute irrotational motion.
Using (3.1, 2), we get
aY ' ( J,,rf dm + III dm + p JJJ dT) - 62 { JJJ  y' dm + Z ye dm + P JTS y dT }	 (3.3)
T Te T (t) 'r T, T (t)
- 6 ( fff z' dm + JJJ ( z. + 1 1 ) dm -+ P Z (z + 1) dT } -JJJ  gy' dm - P ffj g, ' dm
T* Te T (t) TAE T (t)
a	 Ce^ 8^
- 
JJJg, 1
 
dm + P Z ( a t ) dT + 1	 av2dT+	 (Cos A+1)-2	 sin^ P JJJ 
To	 T (t) y	 T(t) y
+ ( 6 2 + ^2) sin - cos
	
	
Ze dm + [ 6 sin N + 2 8 cos - (6 2 4. 4 2 ) cos
Te
+ 6 2 - sin	 Iff ye dm + 2 6 1 1 111 dm = Fexty^
Te	 Te
az {fff dm + Sly dm + P Jff
 
dT } - 62 ( fff z' dm + JJJ ( z e + 11) dm + P 1, r, j 0 - z) 	 }
T* Te T (t) T* Te T(t)
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+ 9 { fJJ Y / dm + III Ye dm + p III Y dT } - f ,1J gZ' dm - p jj! gt' dT - JJJ
T * Te T(t) T* T(t) T
- 2 0pIII ydT+pfff a ( )dT+ pfff aV2 dT+[8 sin 0 +2^T(t)	 T(t) a z at
	 T(t) a z
- ( 8 1 + (3 2) Cos (3 - 6 2 -	 sin ] f f,^
To
+ (8 a + g 2) sin p - Cos 0 ] SYS  y e dm + 2 11 6 2 Z dm = Fext /
z
	
To	 Te
az/ { ffl y'dm + ZfYe dm +pfffYdT)- a,,/t fff z' dm +fff (11 +z e) dm
T*	 Te	 T(t)	 T*	 Te
+p Iff(I+z)dT)+8{^f (Y'2+z'2) dm	 dmx(11+ze) 2 ] 
T(t)	 T*	 Te
+ pfff [y2 + (1 + z) 2 ]dT) - jjj(y I g zl - z' ;y) dT- p JJf [Y g i - (1 + z) gy'] dT
TM	 T *
	  (t)
- Iff [(y, cos 0- z, sin g) gz' + (1 1 + z, cos 9 + y. sin g) gy , ] dm
Te
-2p6
 Iff y2dT +pfff [ya (a )- (z+1)a (a`P)]dT + pff[yaV2
T(t)	 T (t)	 Z t	 Y at	 T(t)	 6z
- ( z + 1) aY2 ] dT - 111  (ye + z2 ) dm + fay/ ( COS 0+ 1) - az' sin
y	 Te
+11[ 28 (COS H- 1)- 2 	 sing +p 2 sing- Pcosfl])!ff ze dm
Te
+ {ay / sin P + az / (COS A - 1) + 11 [ 2 ® sin 9 + 2 8 cos - p 2 COS
sin g ]) ISly.dm  + 2 a,,' 1 1 Sly dm = L., xe
	
Te	 Te
fff (Y'a + z2.) dm - 8 fff (Ye + ze) dm + [ az' sin A - a,,' cos A - 1 1 9 Cos 0
Te	 Te
+ 11 82 sin fl ] f f f Z. dm •- [ay'  sing + az' cos 9+1 3.
 9 sing + 11 62
 Cos ] f f f y, dm
	
Te	 Te
z, dn1 + [ E^ ( Cos p - 1) - 2	 U Stn N
-
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- jjj (gz, sin s - gy 1 cos 0) ze dm + jff  (g Z I cos 0 + g, / sin 0) y P din Cog
Te	 Te
P+ at - 8 y (1 + z) + ay/ y + a,,/ (z 4 1) + j v2 + SZ -	 e 2
 [Y`	 (1 F i)`' ]	 C(t), 13 C T(t),
at
-8 y(1+z) + ay , y +aZ/(1+z)+i v2 +SZ- 9 2 [ y2 +(1+r)` J 0, pCS(t), z
= v cp +(0, o, -2ye), PCT(t)
AP = 0, PCT(t) ,
a= 0, PE Li (t)
69 
= ^y - 2 e y, PC E2(t), z = -h
an	 a 
6n = (2 8 y + fi t) cos ( n, z) , PC S(t)
g = (0, gy ' , gZ')
g = - on
ay/ = lly
	
UZi , aZ	 UZI + e Uy,
We now make the following si.nplifications and identifications:
(1) The specific body force are independent of position,
g = const;
(2) Origin of reference system o ' x I Y ' Z' is at center of mass of vehicle when
engine is " locked-out" and liquid "frozen" solid,fly  
Y / dm + JIT
 Ye dm + p ffj y (IT = 0
T*	 Te	 T
jyj z / dm+ 111 (11 +ze)dm +pfff (1+z)dr = 0
T*	 Te	 T
(3) Engine is symmetrical about its line of centers,
ffs ye dm = 0
3-9
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(4) Origin of coordinate system oxyz is such that
Iff ydT= Jfdxdy f h ydz=h ff ydxdy=0,
T	 S	 S
the tank is symmetrical about longitudinal axis of vehicle;
(5) Total moment of inertia of system about axis o ' x ' is
nb	 a	 1/
I o/x' = Io'x' + Io'x' + Io'x
mb
Io ' x ' = fff (y"+ z' a ) dm
T*
e ffj1. 0 x = 
	
Cye + (11 + zer I dm
To
J oy = fff CY'+ (1+ zrldT
T
(6) Total mass of system is
M =Mmb+Me+Mi
Mob = f f f dr.i
T*
Me =SYS dm
To
Li = P jjj dT
T
(7) Moment of inertia of engine about axis oe xe is
e
10 Ye _ ff ^Ye + ze) dm
To
(8) First moment of mass of engine about axis oeye is
e
Soy =f z. dm
e e
To
3-10
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(9) Second moment of mass of liquid about axis oz is
I oz = p L y4 dT
T
(10) Various volume integrals associated with liquid are evaluated as
P III dT = P Z dT + P IS C dx dy
T(t)	 T	 S
p III Y dT = P Jjj Y dT + p ^j Y C dx dy
T(t)	 T	 S
P Z (1 + z) dT = P jff (I + z)dT+ p ff ( C2/2 +1 C)dx dy
	
T(t)	 T	 S
p jyj Cya + (1 + z) aJ dT = p ffj [Y2 + (1 + z )a] dT ♦ P ' C1 2 +• y2) + 1 C2 + C3/3 ] dx dy;
	
T(t)	 T	 S
(11) Potential Cl is
a= 
-gy'Y-gz'(z +1) .
With these simplifications and definitions, formulae (3.3) may be written as
follows:
Component of force equation along axis o / y
»
M (ay/- gy ' ) + P (ay' - gy') f f dx dy - p  11(l  C + C/2) dx dy- P 62 JJrr
 
Y C dx dy
	
S	 S	 S
2+ P Iff a (a )dT + j P YJJLY dT +[0(cos0+1)-2 90sing 	(3.4)T(t) Y	 t	 T(t)o Y
+ ( 0 2 +	 )sin 0- cos /^ ] Soy +21
I 
 0 Me = FeXt
	
ee	 y
Component of force equation along axis o / z
M ( aZ' - gZ ') + p (a Z ' - gZ /) SIC  dx dy- p 6 jjy C dx dy- p 02 J.,r (1 C + C2/2 ) dx dy
	
S	 S	 S
P Iff bz ( at )dT+ p jff a dT- [esinA+2 ^ 000S	 (3.5)T(t)	 T(t)
- (02 + k) cos 0 - 03 - 0 sin A I Soeye + 2 1 1 Me 0'3 = rextt'
Moment equation about axis o' x'
2I 1 )0+	 ,-	 ') ff (1 C+C2/2 ) dx dY(I o x	 o:	 A ( a a	 g z ) 1.1 Y dx dy - p (ay , gr
S	 S
+ p0 ffC(12
-
Y2)C+C2 + r3/31dxdY
 ,: . o	 [ Y a (fi r- ( 1 +Z)aC3	 fff	 az at	 ^y (at )] dT
	
s	 T(t)
2••	 1
+ ' P ffT [y av - (1 z) a 1 c:T - I .'. e + ((ay' -' gr') (cos 0 + 1)	 (3.6)
	
T(t)	 z	 Y
- (a Z '- g:')
 
sin 0+ 1 1 [ 2 0 (cos - 1) - 2	 0 sin P + ^ 2 sin
-	 cos	 } Soeye + 2 1 1 (ay' - gy') Me = Lextx'
Engine equation
«	 N
I oex ( ^ -	 + [ (at / - gx') sin g- ( ay' - gy') cos - 1 1 8 cos	 (3.7)
e e
+1 1 02 sin	 Soe 	= QP
eye
Constancy ci pressure at free surface
N
--^- 0 y (1 + C) + (ay' - gy') y + (ax' - gx') (1 + C) + i vs	 (3.8)
at
- ' [ y2 + l^ + b) 2] 02 = 0 	 Z = b
Kinematics of liquid
	
V = v P + ( 0, 0, - 2 8 y) , P E T (t)	 (3.9)
0 P = 0 , PE T (t)
P = 0 , P	 (t)
an
=	 =20y, PCC(t), z= -h,
an	 az
a n	
(2 0 y + fi t) cos (n, z), PE S(t) .
The solution to the Neumann problem (3. 9), subject to the restrictionIs Ct r'x d^ = 0, may be taken in the form of a series
S	
00O (x, y, z, t) = E (al (t) cosh k i (z + h) + yi(t) Binh ki z) 9I (x, y) + a. (t)	 (3.10)1
-^I
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This function is harmonic as indicated by (3.4 1 ), and satisfies (3.4 2) if the
infinitely many values ki ( i = 1, 2, ... ) are the values of k  (eigenvalues) for
which the two-dimensional scalar Helmholtz equation
A o + k. 113 0 .a 0, PIES,
	 (3.11)
has a non-zero solution satisfying
an 
0, PE E1 (or C)
	
(:3.12)
Functions 01
 (i = 1, 2, ...) are the correspondin ,
 olutions (eigenfunctions)
of (3. 6).
We point out, without proof, several important properties of the system of
functions 9, and the numbers ka :
(1) Of the infinite number of numbers ki , all are real and positive;
(2) The set of functions gyp1 is orthogonal
11 poi cp, dx dy -
S
o,i /j
11O1 11 2 ,	 i= j,
(3.13)
and can be normalized;
(3) Any function µ(x, y) which has continuous second-order do„ivatives in
and on the boundary of S and which is orthogonal to a constant:
(µ, 1) = f f µ(x, y) dx dy = 0
and which satisfies the boundary conditions, may be expressed as a
uniformly convergent series of Eigen functions
µ (x, y) = E	 c
	 (x, Y)
	 (3.14)
1
(4) If function µ which is continuously twice-differentiable satisfies the
condition (3.7), then the series (3.9) not only converges uniformly to
JA,  but the series obtained from it by termwise differentiation also
converges in the mean to the corresponding derivative of W;
(5) In addition to the condition for orthogonality, written above, the
following equations hold:
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Rb
Ax dy =	 (3.15)
	
k 1 1101 11 2
	
i = j
We are now in a position to expand 2 y 0 and C (x, y, t) aj series of the form
	
2 6 y = 2 0 { E 77 1 (t) Pi (x, Y) + 77o ( t) ) 	(3.16)
1
C (x, Y, t) = E ^ i (t) pi (x, Y) + ^ o (t) .
Such expansions ate possible, since for a fixed value of t functions 2 0 (y - 77o)
and C (x, y, t) -- to (t) are developable in series of the form (3.14) . The
coefficients of these series depend, in general, on t. Choosing 71 0 and to so that
y - 77o and C - t o are orthogonal to a cone4-ant (unity) , we get
111 (t) _ (- -2-	 )
II (pi ll 's
770 (t) _ (	 ) = 0
A
(3.17)
lr, 1)=0
and
(3.18)
to mi	
A
respectively, using the condition for orthogonality (3.13) . Here A is the area of
the cross section of the cylinder. Now since
a = 0 , PE C
an
the series obtained from (3.162) f ted rnwise differentiation converges in the
mean to the corresponding derivative of C. Note that this implies a 90 0 contact
angle f or contact angles other than this such an expansion as (3.16 2) is still
poP;iible with, of course, certa:.t modifications.
For (3.6) to satisfy the boundary cr edition (3.94) it is necessary that
	
'	 (Y ^Pi )
	
vi (t) = 2 0	 (3.19)
ki	 II ` cosh ki h
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To satisfy the boundary condition (3.9 ) it is necessary for
00
E { ki 91 sinh k i (C + h) - v cPi v C cosh k i (C + h) ) cx i (t)
1
+ E (ki Oi coshk I C -Vo l VC sinhk i C ) Yi (t)= +26
 y +Ct1
= F, Ys (t) ki cosh k i h 01 + C t1
however
kitj	 _-	 o(Vol)
so that this expression can be written, on application of a known vector identity,
in the form
F « 1 (t) v { siah k i (^ + h) v ^P1 } + E Yi (t) v { cosh k i C- cosh k i h v ^^ } (3.20)
1	 ki	 1	 ki
-Ct = -^ ^1(t)iPi-40(t)1
using (3.18) . Multiplying both sides of this equality by p j and integrating over S,
we. get
- 
11 pill 2	 a j (t) jj  P, v{ sinh k,	 + h) v	 d x d y
1	 S	 kj
+	 'YJ (t) Sy  (P, o { cosh k, C - cosh k,h v (P, ) d x d y
1	 S	 kj
but
sinh k ( + h) v (P j } _ v , (Pi sinh k, (C + h) v Pj }
k j	 kj
_ sinh k, (C ^+ h ) o cPi v Pi,
ks
01 v cosh k^ _^,-esh k, h v  } = v {(PI cosh k, - cosh k, h v qj }1. j	 s
- 
cosh k, C. - cosh ki h ^ p i S7
kj
i= -
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and mo~eover
 sinhk^ ( ^ +h)	 sinhkj (C+h c^cP^jj
 { pi	 k	 7 ^p
j
 } dx dy = Pik
	
6 n d L = 0
S	 j	 C	 j
jj o { pi cosh kjC - cosh kjh o p, } dx dy =0
S	 kj
in accordance with the divergence theorem and boundary condition (3.12) .
Therefore, it follows
	
^I = E C ii a i + 2 8 µi	 (3.21)
where
CI J _	 1	 jj sinh k, (C + h) o (Pi o Pi dx, dy
	 ,	 (3.22)
	
11 0,1 1 2 S	 kj
1	 (y, cps)	 r cosh k j 	cosh k, h
µ i
	 2 ^ k cp 2 cosh k h 
	
k j ^^^ ^ P, dx dy1I pill
	
1	 ^	 ^	 ^	 S
If we integrate both sides of (S 20) over S we obtain the constraint expressing the
constancy of volume. To be sure
	
V { sinhk i (C+h)	 dxd =^' sinhki (C+h) acP1 dL = 0
S	
,JS
	 ki	 y 
C	
ki	 a n
jj  v { cosh ki C - cosh k i h o ^i } dx dy = j cosh ki C - cosh ki h bpi d L = 0
S	 ki	 C	 ki	 6n
and
CO
^ i ff 9, dx dy + ^ o ff  dx dy = A ^ o
1	 S	 S
so that
-^I
A fo = 0 .
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But the volume is given by
T (t) = f f dx dy f h d z= h jj
S	 S
and
dx dy + ff C dx dy = To + A t .
S
T(t) =0=A^o
as adduced.3
Substituting the expansions for cp and C in expression (3. 8), multiplying the
resulting equation by pi and integrating over S, we get, after considerable
manipulation and rearranging indices,
(az' - gz')^^^Pi^`2 ^i + E oils fj  cpi cPs cosh k  ( C+ h) dx dy + (a,,' - gv')(y, (PI)	 (3.23)
1	 S
+E E «1 «i f^ cpi [V (Pa ocPi cosh k.s (C + h) cosh k i ( + h? ks ki ^s Pi sink k, (C+ h)
1 1	 S
(Y, gyp,)
sinh k i ( C + h)] dx dy + [ 2 E ks ^1 ps 11 2 cosh ks h ^ 	 pj sinh ks	 dx dy
	
1	 S
CO	 r..	
co 00
	 (Y, cps)
-	
.J f Y GPs ^P^ dx dy -o (y ^Pi) } 9 + 2 [ E E of kj 11 cpj 11 2 cosh k j h
1	 S
j
r 91 [v cps v 91 sinh ks C cosh k i ( C + h)+ ks k i cp s pi cosh ks t sinh k i ( + h)] dx dy
S
+	 E E ass ki 11 pi ll 2 cosh k i h ff ([ V ;ps V pi cosh ks (C + h) sinh ki
	
1 1	 S
CO
+ ks ki cps cpi sinh ks (C + h) cosh ki ] dx dy — 2 E ots ks ff  y p i GPs
1	 S
sinh k, + h) dx dy) 8 - ' 92 [ f f cpi [(1 + C) - 3 y2 ] dx dy
S
-4 E E ks k i I p,11 2 11 spi ll 2 cosh ks h cosh k i h ff (PI [opj ocPi sinh ks sinh kl
	
1 1	 S
+ k ki cp Pi covli ks C cosh ki ] dx dy + 8 E ( 2 <P,)
	
ff
 
p i cps cosh ks C dx dy} = 0s	 s	 1 ^) cps ^^ 2 cosh ks h S
3See notes.
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Likewise, substituting the expansions for 0 and C in expression (3.8) and
integrating the resulting equation over S, we obtain
A ('n+( az' - gz')( 1+ to)) + E & i ff cpi cosh ki(r+h)dxdy1	 S (3.24)
Co 
ECEO+ i E	 «i a, jj[VW,  o P, cosh k i ( S n)+ cosh k i (C+ h) + k i ki gyp! Pi sinh k i (C + h) .
S
sinh k j (C + h) dx dy + ( 2	 (Y, Bpi)E	 a	 ff  91 sinh ki C dx dy - 1 A1 ki 11(pi ll cosh k1 h S
00 t 	 (Y, ^^)
-	 (y 9 cpi ) Si } 0 + 2 (J '"E E «,	 h '^`^ LV Pi V Pj cosh k i (C + h) sinh k ik i 	1	 1 1	 li p, ^^ 2cosh k i	 S
+ki kj cpi cps sinh k j ( C+ h) cosh ki	dx. dy 	
,
,EEail kj I)cps11 cosh k h
JS  [v cpi V Oj
 cosh ki (C + h) sinh k j C + k i
 k j Pi cpj sinh ki
	h) cosh k j ] dx dy
S
co- 2Eati ki ff y P, sinh k, ( C+ h) dx dy)	 [( 1+	 3ya]dxdy
1	 S	 S
(y, ^) (y,
- 4 E E
	 a	 a	 f f [V P, o ip, sinh k i C sinh kj1 1 ki kj 11 P, li ll gyp,	 cosh k} h cosh k, h S
+ki k j cpi cpj cosh ki C cosh k j Cl dx dy + 8 E	 ^y'^Pi	 YYP'coshkiCdxdyA2=0.
1 11 cpi ll cosh ki h S
Introducing the expansion for cp into (3.4, 5 1 6) gives
M ( ay ' -
 gy ') + p (ay' - g,, ') ff C dx dy - p 0 ( ff  (l C + C^2) dx dy	 (3.25)
	
S	 S
00	 (y, ipi ) r 	 ^;os '.^ ki C - cosh ki h	 r+-2E ki ^^ipi ^ a coshki h
ffrv[__	 ki	 V P1 Idxdy)-p^ Jf y^ dx dy1	 I	 S	 S
_ P E «i ffyo [ sinhki( ^ +h) p pi ]dxdy+JpZ a^ dT+[6 (cos A+1)1	 S	 ki	 TM ay
+
	 sin 9 - P COS P ] Soey, + 2 11 0 M. = F exty'
M ( az' - gz') + p ( az' - gz') ff C dx dy - p 0 [ f Y C dx dy	 (3.26)
	
S	 S
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CO	 ( Y, 01)
jj
- 2	 kl 11 pt 11 2 cosh k i h 	 ( sinh k, C + sinh V, h) P, dx dy - p 6 IT (1 +X2 /2) dx dy1
	
	
S	 S
CO
+pE64 ff [coshk i (C+h)- 11 01 dxdy + P. f az dT-	 sin^
1	 S	 T(t)
cos	
-
92 ]Soo +21,Me92= FeltZ^,
eye
and
110'x' - 2 Io Z + p f ^ [ ( 12 - y2) C + C 2 + C3/3 ] dx dy + 2 p E k
	 '2 1)	 h
	 (3.27)
II VIII
^fjy  {(1 + C )v [ 	 kicosh ki vcpi
 ]+ ks (1 - h)qh cosh k i h + 2 (sinh k1
S
+ sinh k 1 hi cpi } dx 3y} 8 + p ( aZ ' - g 2 ')	 dx d	 a - ^) f f (1 + X2/2) dx dyff y ^ 	 y—P( v gr
S	 S
aci ffy RI+OV[ sinhkl(C+h )+PE	 o1
	
	 ki	 cpi ] + 2 [cosh k i (C+ h) - 11 cpi } dx, duS
+ i P Jf f [ y a - (l + z) a va ] dT - Ioexe 	+ ((ay'- 	 g, 1 ) (coe R+ l }
a z
	
ay
- ( a Z /- gZ /) sing + 11 [26 ( cos 9- 1) - 2 4 6  sing + 9 2 sic: 0- 0 cos A] I See e
+ 2 11 (ay' — W) Me = L extx i ,
respectively.
Formulae (3. 7, 9 1 , 10, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24 9 25 9 26 t 27) together with the
appropriate control system, flight path data and aerodynamic data are sufficient
to describe the motion of the system. The dependent: variables occurring in these
exp.^essions are ^ 1 , 6, uy , u Z and A. Note that the body rates %, uZ , 6 are not
generalized coordinates; therefore, to determine the true orientation of the vehicle,
it is necessary to express these rates in terms of three independent coordinates
such as Euler angles. However, stability analyses of closed loop vehicle attitude
control systems treat vehicle rigid body motions as a summation of perturbations
from a reference motion and motions in which vehicle body axes remain coincident
with reference axes . Moreover, the perturbation quantities are presumed to be
infinitesimals so that products of infinitesimals and their derivatives can be
neglected. In this case the perturbation equations, when referred to vehicle fixed
axes, can be integrated to yield the orientation of the perturbed state with respect
to the reference state.
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The perturbation equations of motion are obtained by taking the vectorial
difference between the perturbed equations of motion and reference equations
of motion The resulting expressions are equated to the appropriate perturbed
external forces and control system forces.
-- 1
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4/ PERTURBATION EQUATIONS FOR THE PLANAR MOTION OF A LIQUID
PROPELLANT LAUNCH VEHICLE
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PERTURBATION EQUATIONS FOR THE PLANAR MOTION OF A
LIQUID PROPELLANT LAUNCH VEHICLE
For simplicity suppose the vehicle to be moving in the direction of constant
acceleration
(0, 0, az') = (0, 0 9 ar
under the action of the force field
( 0, 0, gz') = ( 0, 0, -gr)
the only external force being the thrust T directed along the longitudinal axis of the
missile (Fig. 4). The free surface of the liquid forms a plane perpendicular to
az', i.e.  , C = 0, and the engine is aligned with the longitudinal axis of the vehicle
(A = 0). We shall call this the reference state.
A small disturbance from the reference state is effected by letting
	
ay' = (ay') r + 8ay' = ar sin 6 + bay' ,	 (4.1)
a z ' = ( a z ')r + baz' = ar cos 0 + Say' ,
gy' = -gr sin 6 ,
gz' = -gr COs 0 ,
in formulae ( 3. 7, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27), and considering 8ay /, 6a z ' , 6 , A) C , ....
initially infinitesimal so that when product terms are neglected the resulting
equations become linear. These equations are the perturbed equations of motion.
To obtain the perturbation equations, project the reference state equation of
motion onto the instantaneous position of the body axes and subtract them from the
perturbed equations of motion. Thus, we get perturbation force equation along
axis o y
co
^.	 ..	 ..
M 8ay /+p  F ( y , pl) j1 + 2 (Soo + 11 Me) 6 - Soay e = 6FOxt	 (4.2)eye
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OPERTURBED
	 REFERENCE
1
r
All
OL
	
a^	 L4
l
1 I r	 ^5 lR B1	 1	 J
x
t
Ira
_ y
^	 R
Perturbation force equation along axis o I z
M ba.' = bF ext I t	 (4.3)
Perturbation moment equation about axis o' x'
a
{lo'x'- 4wz+gpCcoshklh-1 (yv ^Pi) }9+p0r2 (cosh klh-1)_1](y,(p1)^1
	1 ki sinh k 1 h I^ p i ^^	 1	 k 1 sinh k, h.
+ p ( ar + gr) E ( Y f (Pi) S 1 + 2 (Soeye + 1 1 M e) bay' — ( I,;eye 1' 1 1 So N	 (4.4)
1
+ 2 (ar + gr) (Soey + 11 Me) 9 = bL ext I ,
e e	 x
Perturbation engine equation
Ioex 	 - ( Toey + 1 1 Soey) ®- Soey bay' - (ar + gr) Soe 0 + (ar + gr ) So ey (^ = Qp , (4.5)
	
ee	 ee	 ee	 ee	 eye	 ee
Constancy of pressure at liquid free surface
P11 91 11 2
	
^1 + p J19111 2 (ar + gr) ^1 + p [ 2 (cosh k1 h - 1 ) - 11 (y, 90	 (4.6)k 1 tanh k i h	 k1 sinh k 1 h
+ p ( y , p1) bay' + 1) ( ar + gr ) ( y , P11 9 = 0 ,
in which b'Fexty / , bF ext Z ' t bLe;Ktx / , Qp are perturbation forces and moments.
Also
	
«	 ^1	 + 2 8 — (y, (P1)	 (cosh k 1 h - 1)1	 k 1 sinh k1 h	 k1 11 pi 2 cosh k 1 h	 sinh k 1 h
Denote by Y, Z the components of the displacement vector from the origin
of the reference state to that of the perturbed state, measured along the
instantaneous position of the body axes; then, to the same order of smallness,
we have
bay, =Y	 (4.7)
6az / = Z
With the definitions given previously, we see that the action of the liquid in
I
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formulae (4.2, 3 0 4) is represented by the forces and moment
- 6Fy = M i y + P fly  Ctt dx dy 	(4.8)
S
-6F 11 = M1Z
-6L I i= P e Iff (VO*rdT+Nff0"Cttdxdy+P(ar+b'"P)JJY Cdxdy
T	 S	 S
in which
0*
= 0*- y (1 + z) ,	 (4.9)
	00
	 (y, cpi )	 cosh k 1 h - 1
	
2E	 {	 cpi cosh k i (z+h)+(p1 sinh kiz},k i ll pi ll 2 cosh k i h	 sinh k i h
P jjj (o O*Y dT = P ffj [y' + (1 + z) 2 1 dT - 4 P f1f y2 dT + P f (V p f dT
T	 T	 T	 1'
P ff f (o er = 8 P cosh ki h - 1 , y cp r
	
T	 1 ki sinh ki h	 1101 11 a
00
1
and 0*, cps satisfy
	
AO* = Aq)* = 0 9 PET	 (4.10)
3^0`	 = y cos (n, z) - (1 + z) cos (n, y), PE E, S,
an
E = 2 y cos (t:, z) , PEE , S .
FJn
From (2.34) et. seq. , we see that 0", q)*are modified Stokes potentials which
are determined solely from the geometry of the vessel, the free surface being
"capped".
With the introduction of potential 0, where
AO = 0	 , PE T ,	 (4.11)
ate, _Q
Aan 
PEE,
,PE S,
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r1
Q
formu'a (4. 6) may be written as
P 
at
+p
 9 ^ 3F + py Y + P( ar+ gr'C + P( ar +gr) 8y=0
_
CO
 ^, (t) cosh k i (z + h) cp1 ,1	 ki sinh k i
 h
y = E (Y, PI)
^^
1 II (pill
(4.12)
Thus, it follows from formulae (4. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) that the action of the liquid
can be determined also from a computation of forces and moment (along o 'y ' ,
o I  I and about o V respectively) resulting from the solution of the linear problem
shown in Fig. 5, Y, Z, e, C being taken as infinitesimals.
Formula (4.93 ) represents the moment of inertia of the "capped" liquid about
the center of rotation, and obviously does not equal the moment of inertia of the
"frozen" liquid about that point. Indeed, if we denote by Ig I the moment of inertia
of the"capped" liquid about 6 ' , and by Io l that of the "frozen" liquid about the s'Ame
point, then
iel _ 	 YY	 °°	 (4.13)
	
i	 , Pi
-^ 1 - -^ , T	 10
r y2 dT + , ^ cosh k h - 1 (y
_.^ .^ 	 2Io'	 Io	 1 ks sinh k1 h	 II cp1 II
To '
-p ff [Y2+ (1 + Z)2IdT
T
a r-atio which can be shown to be less than unity. In particular,
Igg	4 Prf y 2 dT + LP
°°
^ 
cosh ki h - 1 (Y, P,i (4.14)
^^	 —
e-9 W 
1 -	 J
Tog T	 lag 1 k i sinh k1 h	 Ilpi 11 2
r^ = 
P Z [ y2 + ( zu + h/2)'] dT
T
at the center of gravity of the liquid (1 = h/2) . Moreover,
I,^' = I^& + M1 (1 - h/2 f ,	 (4.15)
Io' = I^ , + Ml 0 - h/2)2
The behavior of (4.13) may be illustrated effectively by considering a
rectangular tank such as shown in Fig. 6. We have, for this example,
4-6 1
Qr t Or
Figure 5. Linear model for simulating action of liquid in perturbation equations.
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KE)
Figure 6. Liquid filled rectangular tank.
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(1/3) + 	(64 /x') (a/h)
Jo'	 ((1/a)2 - ()!a)(h/a) 4 1/3 (h/ar+ 1/12) 	 ((1/a)2- (1/a)(h/a)+- 1/3 (h/aY+ 1/12)
E	 5 / i5 tanh i 1r h/2a) .1,3,.. (4.16)	 r
This ratio is plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of 1/h with a/h as parameter. Note
that for any given a/h the "capped" moment of inertia of the liquid is less for
rotation about the center of gravity of the liquid ( 1 = h/2) than for any other position.
Sim lar results may be obtained for other configurations.
To put formulae (4.8, 12) into symmetrical form, we introduce the
transformation
(y, W
^ i = 
1 Pi 112
getting
00 (y, Pi f
- bFy' = M, 6ay' + p 
r ^^ <P	 qi
- bF
 i' = M, baz' ,
- bL ' _ '	
CO
9 + p	
2 (cosh k i
 h - 1) - 1 ] ( Y, PIP
a1	 ki sinh k i h	 (^ cpi ^^	
qi
co (, pl y
+ p ( ar + gr) ^ II <Pi 11
	
qi
(4.1?)
(4.18)
P ( y , Pi r	 qi
ki II cpi 11 2 tank ki h
+ p (ar + gr) (y, Pi r qi + p [ 2 ( cosh k i h --
ll !Pill a	 ki sinh k i h
0
- 1] (y,(Pi)2 e
11(P1112
	
+ p ( ar + gr) (Y, 
ip	
+ p (y,2)^ 9
	
P, r bay' = 0 .
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MI.CHANICAL ANALOG FOR REPRESENTING THE ACTION OF
1'11E LIQUID IN THE PERTURBATION EQUATIONS OF MOTION
We enquire how to duplicate the action of the liquid, represented by
formulae (4.18), with a mechanical system. Accordingiy, consider the system of
;^endula attached to the vehicle shown in Fig. 8, where
Mp t — Mass of i th pendulum,
L., — Distance from center of rotation to hinge point
of i th pendulum,
Lp i — Length of i th pendulum arm,
Io — Rigid moment of inertia,
Mo — Rigid mass,
Lo — Distance from center of rotation tv point at
which Mo is situated.
The velocity of the mass of the i th pendulum is simply
V t
 = (0, [(uy'- L, t H)+ ( 6 + qt) Lpi cos qt] , [u.' + Lpt (6+4j ) sin qt	 (5.1)
and that of mass Mo is
	
Vo = { 0, (uy' - Lo 9) , uz' }	 ( 5.2)
It follows that the kinetic energy of the mechanical system is
	
T am _ (uy'2 + u Z 'a ) {Mo + E Mp t } + 9 2 t Io + MoLo2 + E Mpt ( Let - Lpt ) 2 }	 (5.3)1	 1
	
- 9 uyl (MoLo + E Mpt ( Let - Lpt)) + E Mpt Lp t2 q1 + 9E 	 Mpt Lpt2 qt1	 1	 1
N
+ E Mpt Lpt q t (uz' sin qt + ( uy' - L, t 9) cos qt )1
-^I
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Figure 8. Mechanical analog for simulating liquid action in yaw
plane perturbation equations.
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.N
+ 8 E Mp, Lpi f us' sin qt + ( uy' - L,, 6) ( cop. qt - 1)1
The equations of motion may be obtained in manner similar to (3.2),
•	 N
cl ( a T ) - 9 a T = Faxe Y ' - ,,Ty gy, dm - .0r gy' dm - gy ' [Mo + L MPidt auy	 aux,	 T *
	 To	 1
r^	
N
= F
d ( aT ) + 0 aT	
ext ' - fff gz' dm - ,JJ.1 bZ' dm - g,' [Mo+ E Mp13dt au z 1 	auy ,	 L	 rT	 To	 1
^ 1
(5.4)
d (& T
  ) + uy a T I - %.9z ' au  = L ext x ' - jTfj, ( Y ' gz'- Z' gy') dmdt a 8	 uz	 r 
- f [ (ye cos - ze sin 0) g= / + ( 11 + ze cos 9 + ye sin 0) gy '] dm + Mo Lo gy'
To
N
-	 Mps (gz t Lpi sin qi - gy ' ( L .i - Lpi cos qi))1
d (67)
  - a T = - f 	 sin - gy t cos P) z. dm + fff ( gz' cos 0 + gy' sin A) ye dm + Qgdt	 p	 To	 re
d (a T) a T = - Mpi Lp, ( gy' cos q i + g.,/ sin qi )T q t	 qs
where
T= T mb + T o +  T ms .
T mb and T o are given in (3.1 1 ) and (3.12 ) .
Repeating the same simplifications and arguments used to obtain the
perturbation equations for the motion of the liquid propellant vehicle, (5-.4) gives,
after considerable work,
N
( Mmb + Me) Bay' + 2 ( So*  + 11 Me) a - So ye = bF ext ' - No + F Mp i I bay'	 (5.5)ey e
	
e	 y	 1
N
+ Mpi Lpl qi1
N
(Mmb + Me) baz' = 6F ext Z ' - ([ Mo + E Mpi ] 6az' }
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^	 2 (cosh k, h - 1)	 (y , 01^Mpt Lp t (Lp t - Lei ) .- ,: P[
	
- 1 ]
k ! Binh k t h	 II 01 11
N
Io + Mo Loa 4- E M pt
1
(Lot 
-
L pt) a esl , .
Relations (5.7) contain six unknowns Mp i , Lp t , Lo  , Lo , Mo , Io . One more equation
is needed to make the system determinate, namely, the first moment of mass about
the center of rotation,
N
MoLo + M pt ( Lot - Lp t ) = M t (1 - h/2)	 (5.8)1
solving ( 5 .7, 8) simultaneously, we get
1
k t tanh k t h	 (5.9)
a
Mpt _ p (Y ' (PI)	 k t tanh k t 1.
II pt II
1	 2 (cosh k t h-1)
k t tanh k t h	 kt sinh k t h
a
-1Mo =M- p^ (Y, ^2 k t tanh kth
1	 II^PtII
Lo = M 1 (1 - h/2) + p E - (- '^'-^t, )-- [ 2 (cosh k t h- 1) _ II k t tanh k t h
1 II o1 I,	 kt sinh kt h
r M _	 (Y' (pt)2 k tanh k t h
p 1 II^PtII^
	 t
to=It, -p	 (Y, (Pt) 2 [1 -
I (pt it
2 ( cosh kt h - 1)
k t sinh kt h
] 2 k t tanh k t 't
N (y, cPt ) 2	 2 ( cosh k t h - 1) 2
- [M 1 (1 - h/2) + p E I cp
t (I a	 [ kt sinh k t h	 - 1 ] k t tanh k t h}
M 1 - p E (Y, '" k t tanh kt h
1	 it pi it
in which
,
it =Io , - 4 p S y2 dT +8pE coshk,h- 1T	 1 k t sinh k t h
(Y, PI),
I ^Pt II
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1^	
a
b
	
LG xb^ lA z ^) 0 + (Spcy ^ + 1 1 M o) bay - (Ipey e + 1 1 so 	 N
+ 2 ( ar - gr) (S,_,'+ 1 1 M e) 6 - (a r + gr) So' e = 6Lext x - {[ Io + Mo LoOY,j
+ 1; M pi ( L o t - Lpi) 2 J 8 + E M pi Lpi ( Lpi - Lei) q i + ( ar + gr) Lr Mp i Lp i q!}
1	 1	 1
M pi Lpiz q i + ( a r + gr) Mp i Lp i q i + Mp i Lp i ( Lp i - Lei) 9 + (ar + g r ) Mp i Lp i 0
+ Mp i
 Lp i bay' = 0 ,
+Oeye 9 + ( ar + g r ) Spey o l' - ( Ioey a + 11 Spey ) 6 - (ar + gr) SOoy, 8 - Spey a bay = Q^
in which the bracketed terms on the right hand members of (5.5 1 , 2, 3) and (5.54)
represent the action of the mechanical system. Explicitly,
N	 N
- 6F" % = NO + E Mp i 16ay / + F M pi Lpi q i ,	 (5.6)
i
N
- 6Fze/ = [ Mo + E Mpi ] 6a z I ,
1
N	 N
- 6fo / _ [10 + Mo Lo + E Mp i ( Lei - Lpi) 2 ] e  + E Mp i Lp i ( Lpi - Lai) it1	 1
N
+ ( ar + gr) . Mp i Lp i qi
Mpi L pi2 q i + ( a r + gr) Mp i Lp i q i + Mpi Lpi (Lpi - L a .i, .^+ ( ar + gr) Mp i L pi 6
+ Mpi Lpi bay / = 0 .
The forces, momrnt and surface wave height terms in formulae (4.18) will
match formulae (5.6) for a finite (or infinite) number of pendula J the following
associations are made:
N
Mo + 1; Mp i = M i	 (5.7)
1
)2
Mpi Lpi ^ P
	
pi112
p ( y, (Pi) 2
ki 11 pi ll 2 tanh ki h
Mpi Lpi 2 = ,
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The amplitudes of the wave height are related to the angular displacements
of the pendula by
( Y ' (PI)
Thus, the action of the liquid  represented by formulae (4.18) may be
duplicated with a mechanical system--a system of pendula plus a concentrated
mass and moment of inertia. A similar analogy may be effected with a system of
springs and masses.
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CORRELA'T'ION OF ANALYSIS OF VESSEL OF GENERAL S11A1)E 13OSSESSING
ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY WITH EXISTING MSFC ANALYSIS
Formulae (4.8, 12 1 ) hold for containers of general shape possessing
rotational symmetry about the z-axis, Figure 9, if we approximate the various
volume integrals occurring in the analysis as
ISS (.:.) dT = Ill( ... ) dT + ffdS f (...) dz
T(t)	 T	 S
and if we evaluate directionl, derivatives over the undistw-bed surfaces E , S.
Such simplifications can be justified. Thus, for the action of the liquid contained
in the vessel of Figure 9, we have
-bFy/= M 1 bay/ +P 11 YCttds	 (6.1)
S
- BFz/ = M 1 baz l ,
- 
bLX' = P 5 Ill ( 0 03,) 2 dT+Pff 0* Ctt ds + p ( ar + gr) jf Y ds
	
T	 S	 S
Id a
 +Pbol"+ - AYbay'+P(ar+g''r)C+P(ar+gr)@Y=O
where
	
A 0" = 0 , PET	 0 ^ = 0 , PE T ,
a0*
	
an 
= y cos ( n, z) - (1 + z) cos (n, y), PEE	 0	 PE L, S, 	 ,
6n Ct PE S
This system may be brought into a form suitable for comparison with the
analysis of [ 2 ] , if we substitute
z - L for 	 ,
L + Ll for 1 ,
G-2
xy
r
r
Figure 9. Arbitrary shaped container with rotational symmetry.
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and let
O*=y(z+L 1) -L203, ,
where the coordinates are now reckoned from the center of gravity of the undisturbed
liquid; L is the distance from the center of gravity of the undisturbed l iquid' to the
quiescent free surface; L l is the distance from the center of rotation of the vehicle
to the center of gravity of the undisturbed liquid ( Figure 10) . These substitutions five
- 6Fy/ = M 1 bay/ + p ff Y Ccc ds	 (6.2)
S
- 6F,, = M 1 6a,
- 6LX = Ian
 e + 0^ ff [ L (^^ - L it) + L 1 y ] tt ds + p (ar + gr) '1j' Y C ds
S
••
P 
a
at + 
a 8 [L( y - L031)+ Ll y]+ py 6a,,/ + P(a r + gr)C + p ( ar + gr) 6 Y 0
in which
003 = 0	 , P: T	 (6.3)
a t *	 2 (Ll + z) cos (n, Y)	 PEE, S
a n	 L2
IoF^ = p f f f ( y2 + z2 ) dT - 4 p 111z2 dT + 2 p L2 11 011 z cos (n, y) ds + M i Li
T	 T	 S+E
We can express the solution for 0 and C as a generalized fourier series of
eigenfunctions 01,
(6.4)
1
= E K 41
	
i	
1
where 01 satisfies
ai l = 0	 PET ,	 (6.5)
	
i = 0	 PE E
a n 
	 01 = K i	 PE S6z	 L
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L/OLJID Cr-;V
LI
-' 1
Figure 10. Arbitrary shaped container with coordinate system located at undisturbed
liquid -.enter-of-gravity.
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r ^' 0, 0,
S
Introducing ( 6.4) into (6. 5), applying integral transformations, using boundary
conditions ( 6.32 , 52) and orthogonality condition (6, 5;3), we get
- 6F'y11 = M, 6ay'+ M,
	 ^I i ^^ 
a 
	
(6.6)1
- 6F Z / = M 1 bay,,
00
- bLX/= I^^l 6+M I L 1101112 {( ar+gr)bi^i+CL( bi-hi)- Li biI^i}1
	
^i + a +	 )L	 Ki ^i + K i C L (b i - h i ) - L i* b i l 6 + K i (ar 4 g r ) b i 6 + K i b i ba y '	 0
where
2 V = .) J ei ds	 V = fJJ dT	 (6.7)
L	 S	 T
b i V 11 0, 11 2 =Sly  Oi ds, K i h i V 11 0i 11 2 = 2 ff Z Ot cos (n, y) ds .
S	 S+L
Formulae (6.61,20) are equivalent to formulae (3.47 , 46, 48) of C 2' , except for
terms involving the first moment of mass about the center of rotation of the vehicle.
In our analysis, such terms have been included in the rigid vehicle dynamics.
Formula (b. 64) differs from (3.49) of [2] by the term Ki ( ar + gr ) b i 6 . The reason
for this is that the equations for the action of the liquid in [ 21 were not perturbed
but arbitrarily linearized.
On the other hand if we compare ( 6.6) with (5. 6), we get
N
	
Mo + E Mp i = M 1	 (6.8)1
Mpi Lpi = M i L II 0i I I 2 bit ,
Mpt L pi2 = M1 Lam— II 01 11 2 ,
Ki
MpiLpi (Lpi - L ei) ::, M 1 L bi ll oill 2 [ L ( b i - h i ) - L1 biI 9
N
Io + MoLo+ E Mpi
 (Ljei - L pi ) 2 = IS'
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and the first moment of mass about the center of rotation y
N
MO LO +E Mpt ( Let — Lp t ) = M 1 L11
where
qt = 11-Lb,
Formulae (6. 8, 9, 10) are equivalent in all respects to fore
In other words either analysis yields the same mechanical
they differ by a term in the free surface equation.
7/ DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
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DISCUSSION AND CONC LU DIN(
The planar equations of motion for a launch vehicle having a single liquid
propellant tank and engine were derived. For simplicity, the tank was taken to 1,J
a prismatic cylinder. These equations were then used to obtain the perturbation
equations of motion. The vehicle motion was treated as a summation of ;)erturbations
from a known reference motion and motion in which vehicle body axes remain
coincident with reference axes. The role of the liquid motions in the perturbation
equations were then identified.
The liquid propellant tank of the launch vehicle was replaced by a simple
mechanical system (system of pendula plus discrete mass and moment of inertia),
and planar perturbation equations of motion were derived. The effects of the
mechanical system motions in the perturbation equations were isolated and
identified,
The role of the liquid motions and mechanical system motions were then
compared; it was shown that the n-echanical system did e: ,^ -.-tly duplicate the action
of the liquid,
The role of the liquid motions in the perturbation equations were extended to
vessels of arbitrary shape having rotational symmetry. These were compared with
the role of the mechanical system motions; again, it was found that the mechanical
system duplicated the action of the liquid. Moreover, the mechanical system was
shown to be equivalent to that of [ 2 ], which is essentially the one used at MSr C.
However, on comparing the equation expressing the constancy of pressure at the
free surface to that of [2 ], it was found to contain an additional term proportional to
the angular displacement of the body axes with respect to the reference axes. This
anomaly was ascribed to the fact that in [2 1 the equations were not perturbed but
arbitrarily Linearized.
Thus, we conclude that arbitrarily linearizing the equations of motion of the
vehicle does not yield the same results obtained by perturbing the vehicle about its
nominal trajectory, Body rates are not generalized coordinates; therefore, it is not
valid to linearize the equations of motion with respect to them,
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It should be noted that the perturbation equations of i-otion det • ived herein
are strictly applicable to a yaw-plane stability analysis. 'ro perturb the equations
of motion from aki initial constant pitch rats* poses difficulties of a fundamental
nature. llowev ,3r, a preliminary approach to the problem indicates that the
effective specific body forces (a r + gr) are dim inishcd by' ol^itch 1. in most
applications this effect is meaningless.
In addition it was noted that in some instances, dynamics personnel were
using the "frozen" moment of inertia of the liquid : ather than the "capped" moment
of inertia. The difference between these quantitieb is appreciable whe ►lever the
center of rotation of the vehicle is near the center of gravity of the undisturbed
liquid.
In eunclilsion, if the liquid propellant responses noted in flight data are at
variance with predicted theoretical analyses and, if these anomalies are mainly due
to the treatment of the liquid, then these errors must stem from:
1. Improperly linearizing the equations of motion, e.g. arbitrarily
linearizing vehicle body rates;
2. Failure to use the proper effective moment of inertia of the liquid.
An actual stability analysis using the perturbation equations should bring
out these points.
rD
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NOTES PERTAINING TO TEXT
1 ( dEj )	 _ (9 )	 + cw x qdt inertial space	 dt moving space
2 When S (t) is a free surface consisting of material particles moving with velocity
V. If z - C = 0 is the equation of the surface, we must have d ( z - C )/dt = 0 so that
Ct =-vx a - Vy	+vz
Y
or
^t = ( Vx, V" V.) - ( - ^ , - a , 1) .
Y
But
( - a , -	 , 1) =0 (z-)
Y
and since
we get.
where
V ( z - C) _ (Cos ( n, x) , cos ( n, Y), cos (n, z) ) /cos (n, z)
Vn = bt cos (n, z) ,
vn = vx cos (n, x) + v,, cos, (n, y) + v Z cos (n, z)
is the velocity along the normal to S(t) .
Similarly
qn = V. + Ct cos (n, z) .
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3 This could also be anticipated from the divergence theorem,
iff V • Vd-r =o= if	 v,, de= ff Ct cos (n, z)ds= ff st dxdy.
T(t) S(t)+E(t) SM S
1
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